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Wednesday July 22
11:30
7005 Eastchase Parkway
Please let me know by Tuesday July 21
if you plan to attend so you can be added to reservation!

7/4 Tiana Cutts
7/14 Faye Brantley
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Volunteer News

CONNECTION

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Last Week of July
Exact Day to be Determined
To copy and prepared 10
new Board Member
Training Manuals

Top Left and Middle Left:
Thanks to the volunteers who hosted a
Patriotic Party for Residents of Elmcroft
Assisted Living Facility. Volunteers served
cookies and mango punch and helped
residents in making decorative door hangers.

BAKERS ARE NEEDED
July 20th
We need to make 8 dozen
cupcakes to take to MOCOA
on July 20th.
I was hoping we could assemble a
small group of ladies to work together
at one location. We will bake, decorate, and package the cupcakes on

Thanks to volunteers that helped
prepare 24 meals for Meals on Wheels
during the month of June.

Let me know if you are interested!
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July In-Service: Symptoms of Volunteer and Caregiver Burnout
Mental health and well-being site HelpGuide.org describes burnout as “…a state of
emotional, mental, and physical exhaustion caused by excessive and prolonged stress. It occurs
when you feel overwhelmed and unable to meet constant demands. As the stress continues, you
begin to lose the interest or motivation that led you to take on a certain role in the first place.”
Burnout can be a serious problem for not only the hospice patient’s primary caregiver
but also for the hospice volunteer. Hospice of Montgomery volunteers have a monthly
opportunity to get together at a Connect event. They also receive monthly newsletters, birthday
cards and personalized notes of appreciation from Clara. One reason Clara does so much to build
relationships with the HOM volunteers is to prevent volunteer burnout.
Volunteer burnout often results from stress, not only connected to hospice but also in their
personal life. Clara makes every effort to minimize volunteer stress by ensuring each volunteer
knows their role within the hospice team or office and making sure volunteers are up-to-date with
the most current training. Stress related to the patient or the patient family can be discussed with
Clara who will provide support or referral for help. Stress in the volunteer’s personal life often
may spill over into volunteer work and may be frustrating to pinpoint. If you notice a volunteer
has stopped attending Connect events, usually helps with mail-outs but hasn’t been available for a
while, is unusually quiet, unusually talkative, seems frustrated or has a change in personality,
bring it to Clara’s attention.

Patient care volunteers can watch for symptoms of patient caregiver burnout. Some
symptoms to watch for are if the caregiver or family report disrupted sleep patterns, altered eating
patterns, increased use of alcohol, increased smoking, or desired to start smoking again after
having quit, frequent headaches, irritability, high levels of anxiety or fear, overreacting to
commonplace problems, overreacting with anger, emotional withdrawal, withdrawing from
normal activities, thinking of suicide, or resenting the care recipient. As well as being devastating
to the caregiver, all these caregiver symptoms can lead to the caregiver providing a lower quality
of care and comfort for their loved one. If you note any of the symptoms in the caregiver for your
assigned patient, notify Clara immediately.
Former First Lady Rosalynn Carter said it first and she said it best: "There are only four
kinds of people in the world: those who have been caregivers, those who are currently caregivers,
those who will be caregivers, and those who will need caregivers." So caregiver burnout is a topic important to everyone. Be aware and show you care.
Submitted by Diane Sams, referencing the Caring To Help Others handbook and HelpGuide.org

Development News
HOSPICE OF MONTGOMERY

VOTE Hospice of Montgomery for Best Hospice!
1111 Holloway Park
Montgomery, AL 36117
Phone: 334-2796677
Fax: 334-277-2223
www.hospiceofmontgomery.org

It’s that time of year again for The Montgomery Advertiser’s Reader’s Choice
Awards. Be sure to place your vote daily and help Hospice of Montgomery
get recognized as the BEST HOSPICE in the River Region!
http://archive.montgomeryadvertiser.com/readerschoice2015/
Just visit the site above and login (your email address and a password of your
choosing) then vote! You don’t have to fill out the whole ballot if you don’t
want to. Simply proceed to the Health Care Section and select Hospice of
Montgomery.

Donor Update: HOM’s Membership Program will be getting a
“face-lift” this coming year. Stay tuned for details about what we will
now be calling our Donor Society!
Plan to join and help make a lasting impact on our community!

